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Abstract
When a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) is utilized for applications where high dynamic performance is not a requirement, a simple open loop control strategy can be used to control them. PMSMs however are prone to instability when operated open loop in a variable speed drive, particularly at mid-frequencies/speeds. This paper presents an open-loop control strategy based on a direct adaptive neural network controller developed for efficiency optimization of open-loop controlled PMSM drive. Stability constraints of the drive system which was previously reported are used to maintain both stable and highly efficient operation of the drive system. The adopted neural network can be viewed as a method for nonlinear adaptive system identification, relying on pattern recognition of stability limits and maximum obtainable efficiency. Results from computer simulation show that a stable and highly efficient operation can be maintained for the drive system under study irrespective of load and supply variations. The obtained results are also found in correlation with previously reported experiments and observations.

I. Introduction
Semantic web services frameworks provide comprehensive tools to describe services and their interactions. Semantic approaches add significantly to the resource requirements. As such, cloud computing is candidate to bridge the gap between resource-constrained environment and resource-intensive Web service discovery. It opens up new opportunities for mobile devices to efficiently perform service discovery, while substantially reducing their resource consumption. Cloud computing not only bootstraps the performance of service discovery in mobile environments, but also removes development constraints by expanding the horizon with more options to apply sophisticated techniques that might potentially result in better service discovery.

Researchers over the past few years have focused on optimizing specific aspects of current Web service discovery approaches in isolation or overcoming individual limitations (such as intermittent connectivity) to fit the inherent constraints and dynamic context of mobile domains.

However, the lack of a comprehensive understanding of both user context, and the various constraints of mobile environments, renders most of these approaches incapable of efficient and reliable discovery in mobile scenarios.

Context-aware computing refers to a general class of mobile systems that can sense their physical environment, and adapt their behavior accordingly. Context-aware systems are a component of a ubiquitous computing or pervasive computing environment. Three important aspects of context are: where you are; who you are with; and what resources are nearby. Although location is a primary capability, location-aware does not necessarily capture things of interest that are mobile or changing. Context-aware is used more generally to include nearby people, devices, lighting, noise level, network availability, and even the social situation, e.g., whether you are with your family or a friend from Context can refer to real-world characteristics, such as temperature, time or location. This information can be updated by the user (manually) or from communication with other devices and applications or sensors on the mobile device. An example of a context-aware service could be a real-time traffic update or even a live video feed of a planned route for a motor vehicle user.

The paper should start with an abstract, followed by the main body of the paper as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed framework and relevant research efforts that may be potentially applied for each component. Section 3 describes the framework functionality is validated and evaluation. Finally, section 4 draws the concluding remarks of the paper.

2. DAAS: Mobile Cloud Based Service Discovery Framework

Fig: 1. Example of an Overview of the Service Discovery Framework Daas
3. Skyline Computation Module

A service skyline can be regarded as a set of SEPs that are not dominated by others in terms of all user interested QoWS aspects, such as response time, fee, and reputation. The service providers in the skyline represent the best tradeoffs among different user interested quality aspects. There are several key extensions on skyline analysis aiming to make it more flexible and adapt to user’s preferences.

3.1 Customer Layer

3.1.1 Service Request

Multimodal mobile user interface that enables end-users to submit Web service request that express their specific objectives. The service request is submitted in a plain text that describes the user’s objective. For the Mobile users usually have limited input capabilities, which are unsuitable for a formatted service request or a formal service description language (i.e., in semantic services).

The plain text fits well for the service request within mobile device constraints. Therefore, analysis of the user input is done by the Service Request Handler to extract keywords and meaningful information. These keywords are used in keyword-based matching. In case of semantic matching, they can be used to construct a formatted service request.

3.1.2 Context Manager

The Context Manager is responsible for collecting user environment context using mobile device embedded sensors and capabilities. It also handles the user preferences and such context information is used to rank relevant Web services according to their best fit into such context. For Context Manager also monitors available networks and their status.

3.2 Cloud Layer

This layer deployed on the cloud where computational resources and power consumption are of less concern.

3.2.1 Request Handler

The Request Handler performs advanced processing operations on the user request. It extracts keywords from the user request using text analytics techniques. These keywords are used to perform keyword-based service matching, or format the service request to match the different possible service description languages (WSDL, OWL-S, WSMO, WSDL-S, etc.), according to the available services in the cloud service repository.

3.2.2 Request Analyzer

Mainly gets involved when no atomic services are found satisfying the request objective. In other words, DaaS presents two levels of service discovery. [1] The request is matched first with atomic services that totally satisfy the user’s objective. [2] If no relevant services are found, the Request Analyzer breaks down the request into primitive subtasks ST = \{st1, st2, ..., stn\}, if possible, and satisfies each subtask separately. For Breaking down the request (in collaboration with the Service Composer) may follow approaches: Start with the request inputs to get the request outputs with exact or partial matches, and Find services that have exact matches with subtasks, i.e., the matchmaking algorithm yields an EXACT or SUBSUMES match between the subtask inputs/outputs and the relevant service inputs/outputs.

3.2.3 Service Composer

DaaS is responsible for the orchestration process and generating composition plans for atomic Web services that satisfy the individual primitive subtasks, and together fulfill the original service request. Resolving users’ requests via composite services, Propose a framework for semantic Web service composition in mobile environments. Their framework converts WSDL files into OWL-S specifications and generates a service profile for the request. Then, it performs a semantic reasoning between the advertised service profile and the request service profile.

3.2.4 Search/Matchmaking

The Search/Matchmaking module matches the functionalities described in the request and the capabilities offered by Web services. For non-semantic Web services, i.e., described by WSDL files, the matching between the request and Web services is keyword-based and uses information retrieval techniques. These keywords are used to index Web services and later matched with keywords extracted from the user request. Semantically described Web services are discovered using high level matchmaking approaches.

3.2.5 Request Matching Algorithm

The service request component receives a set of relevant Web services \( S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_l\} \) and ranks them based on the following four various types of context domains: user preferences \( P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_i\} \), device profile \( D = \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_j\} \), environment context \( E = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_k\} \), and user ratings \( R_s \), where \( R_s \) represents the normalized average rating for a service \( s \).

```c
Void function ReqMatch(SR)
{
    int s,sr, st,p,d,e;
    // search for atomic service first
    // trying to fulfill the whole request with single request
    s=match(sr);
    if(!\subtasks st)
        st=split(sr);
        for(int st=0;st<ST; st++)
        {
            do{s=s +match( st );
            }
        }
    else if
    {
        s=composer(s);
    }
    return s;
}
```

3.2.6 Ranking Algorithm

The Service Ranking module employs the information in this file and that collected at the customer side to rank the relevant services. Accordingly, the discovery process may realize that the requester is able to execute limited
functionallities of particular services and so rank them accordingly.

```c
void function rank(s, p, e, d, r) {
    int ranks;
    for {
        rank s = calculate Eq(2)
        rank S = Rank S + Rank s
    }
    //sort the results
    Sort(rank s);
    return rank s;
}
```

During the request communication session, the discovery mechanism collects the features of the customer’s device Dc = {dc1, dc2, ..., dcj} corresponding to the required device profile D. Simultaneously, the device senses various ambient conditions to better assess the environment status Ec = {ec1, ec2, ..., eck}. For each service sl, there are features ps corresponding to user preferences P as expressed by the matrix in Eq. (1). These features can be extracted from the service description files.

\[ S_p = \left( \begin{array}{c}
P_1 \ldots P_{11} \\
\vdots \\
P_1 \ldots P_{1i} \\
\end{array} \right) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (1)

The rank of each service S in then is represented by the formula

\[ \text{Rank } S_l = \sum w_i f(p_i, p_{ai}) + \sum w_j f(d_j, d_{aj}) + \sum w_k f(e_k, e_{ak}) + \text{isli} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (2)

Where \( w \) represents the weight of each corresponding feature. This weight indicates the level of importance of such a feature to either the service customer or the service provider. The function \( f \) computes the relation between two objects as

\[ f(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{d} & \text{if } a, b \text{ are numbers} \\
\text{sim}(a, b) & \text{if } a, b \text{ are strings} 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (3)

Where \( \text{sim}(a, b) \) is a featureless similarity factor computed between objects a and b using Normalized Google Distance (NGD). \( \text{sim}(a, b) \) is calculated by Eq. (4).

\[ \text{sim}(a, b) = \frac{1}{1 + \text{NGD}(a,b)} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (4)

\( f(a, b) \) yields values \( \in [0 \ldots 1] \). In the case where a and b are numbers, values greater than or equal 0.5 means that b satisfies a. The closer the value to 1, the greater the satisfaction that condition achieves relative to the condition a. In the case where a and b are text (keywords), the function value close to 1 indicates that the terms a and b are semantically related, where values close to 0 indicates that they are not related. Algorithm 2 symbolically explains how ranking works.

### 3.2.7 One Pass Algorithm

During the single pass of the CSEP space, OPA enumerates the candidate CSEPs one by one and only stores the potential skyline CSEPs. It outputs the skyline after all the candidate CSEPs have been examined. OPA requires that all the SSkies are sorted according to the scores of the SEPs. OPA works as follows (shown in Algorithm 1). It starts by evaluating the first CSEP (referred to as CSEP1) that is formed by combining the top SEPs from each S-Sky. It is guaranteed that CSEP1 2 C-Sky because CSEP1 has the minimum score so that no other CSEPs can dominate it. With the minimum score, CSEP1 is expected to have a very good pruning capacity.

```c
for (N = \prod_{i=1}^{m} S_{ki}) { // number of candidate CSEPs
    CSEP i = Aggregate(SEP11, ..., SEPm1);
    C-Sky.add(CSEP i);
}
```

3.3 Web service Clustering

This component clusters Web services into functionally similar groups based on their descriptions. Therefore, the Service Matching does not need to match the user request against all the service offerings in the corpus, but rather with a particular set of services that share similar functionality. The clustering and classification of new services are performed offline to eliminate any overhead during service matching.

The service clustering renders centralized repositories performing similar to distributed approaches in P2P architectures, where each domain-specific service are maintained and matched separately. Our clustering approach not only reduces the response latency by reducing the search space, but also improves the recall and precision via data mining and text analytic techniques. In addition, it takes advantage of the continuous crawling of service engines by enabling adaptive re-clustering and self organization in order to cope with the dynamicity of Web services.

3.4 Provider Layer

Mobile service scenarios, service providers could be a mobile entity with limited resources. DaaS removes the burden on such resource constrained providers by shifting resource-intensive processes to the cloud, keeping only necessary components on mobile elements. Our framework the only component that providers need to run using local resources is the module responsible of announcing Web service availability.
services in an enterprise UDDI but on an individual scale. The direct benefit of this approach is putting service providers in full control of their offerings. This also eliminates the burden of service registration and de-registration that service providers are required to do with the UDDI approach. It also makes it easier to keep local service repositories up-to-date and self-maintained.

3.4.2 Local Services Directory

Service providers maintain a local directory that contains all Web services they offer. DaaS adopts a distributed service directory approach, where each mobile device manages its own offered Web services and maintains references to services it knows about. Local services are hosted and provided by the local system.

3.4.3 Remote Services Directory

Remote services are active and running services hosted by other mobile devices. Handling remote services requires a coordination protocol to manage link updates, advertisement notifications, invalid service and link removal, duplicate reference avoidance.

4. Conclusion
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